
What is Ocean Watch – program that provides reports on the state of coastal ocean health.
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Large reports

PC: Coastal Photography Studio

2017 OW Howe Sound
2020 updated OW Howe Sound

Both reports were near 400 pages, and took about 18 months to pull together, involving 
multiple authors and reviewers, at least 40 of each – so, a lot of time and effort.
They are written in non-technical language so you don’t need a science degree to 
understand them, accompanied by simplified graphics and lots of photos – because no one 
wants to see page after page of text.

We used knowledge from local citizens, First Nations; data was provided by researchers 
from universities and our own Ocean Wise institute, as well as government scientists. This 
gave us the holistic overview that is often lacking in such work – we could look at many 
parts of the puzzle and see what was going on.
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Themes

PC: Coastal Photography Studio

We use these 7 themes to arrange all articles under – holistic approach.
All themes touched on by climate change. All connect to community and ecosystem health

Within each theme, we produce a number of articles that are relevant to that theme.
e.g. in the 2020 Howe Sound report, the theme Climate Change and Oceanography 
contained seven articles ranging from an introduction on impacts of CC to that area, ocean 
warming, ocean acidification, to flood planning.
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Ocean Watch Health Rating

PC: Coastal Photography Studio

Another key piece in these reports is the provision of health ratings.
These are simplified health ratings, traffic light system, red bad, green good. Details for 
each contained in the figure.

Because this is a community-driven report, we want the community to have ownership so 
we look for places where we can involve the community in the creative process (not just 
knowledge gathering), and this – health ratings – was one of them.
We convened a committee of researchers and community members who each read a 
certain number of the articles and had to reach consensus on what the health rating should 
be based on the data presented in each article. Sometimes additional information was 
presented that we didn’t have (local knowledge) so we adjusted the articles and had to re-
assess the health ratings accordingly (in one case we re-wrote the entire article). Each 
reviewer had to write a short rationale for why they gave the rating they did.

Also, the health ratings are something that help you to monitor progress over time and see 
where things are going well or not so well, and maybe even why it’s going that way.
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Ocean Watch Health Rating

PC: Coastal Photography Studio

As an example, these are the health ratings from the Clean Water theme for the 2020 
Howe Sound report. 

First you see the (compiled) rationale presented by those who read the articles, and the 
accompanying rating. You can see the 2017 rating and the 2020 rating, where applicable 
(the last 2 articles were new for 2020 so there was no 2017 rating). Mostly what you see 
here is caution, and in 2020 we added an upward arrow to indicate positive forward 
movement had happened with the recommended actions, that is, recommended actions 
had been taken, but not enough time had passed to really see if it warranted an 
improvement to a healthy rating. 

This was done for 2 reasons: 1) to show movement was happening but not enough time 
had passed to give a higher rating and 2) so the community coul dsee their hard work and 
effort was recognized. We wanted to keep encouraging this positive action taking.
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Action Plan

Each article in the report ends with a list of recommended actions that can be taken by 
individuals through to government level to help fix the issues.
This example comes from the Britannia Mine 2020 article.
We try to make it easy for everyone to take action, and if someone has a particular interest 
in one aspect, they can focus on that.
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Action Plan

Upon completion of the articles, my team and I took a higher-level look at the 
recommended actions and classified them into themes (many of these themes arose from 
a workshop held in mid-2019 with the communities) – a number of actions were repeating 
across the different articles – and we produced an action plan that the community could 
use as a guide to help improve the overall health of their local coastal marine environment.

A quick look at the first 2 of 7 actions within the 2020 Howe Sound action plan.
Action 1 falls under the heading of Research, with 5 sub-actions bulleted, action 2 is on 
Protect and Restore, with 4 sub-actions bulleted. (More actiosn can be seen in the 
Executive Summary – downloadable at www.oceanwatch.ca/howesound) 
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Short reports
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A little more about what Ocean Watch does, so you know we are flexible and adaptable in 
our approach, 

we also produce short reports looking at particular issues in the marine environment, for 
example pollution impacts on southern resident killer whales, COVID 19 impacts on marine 
mammals and another report looking at COVID 19 impacts on the wider ocean.  These 
reports are online and are a maximum of about 20-30 pages length. They still require 
considerable research and work, but they are not as involved as a 400-page report! We also 
have a report on underwater noise impacts on cetaceans coming out very soon and 
another one on climate change impacts on oceans in the pipeline. These reports are aimed 
at the general public and we work hard to keep it non-technical and interesting to read, 
while ensuring we cast a wide net to look at as much relevant information as we can.
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Themes
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What might be useful for this group?

(Option 1): We could select one theme such as that used in the big reports, and produce  
~3 articles within that theme

(Option 2): We could focus on a single topic, akin to a spotlight report here. 

But to even get to this point, we would first need to hold one or some workshops (in-
person is best, but virtual can be done too) – where I get to listen to you and we work 
through some exercises so I can hear what you identify as the key issues.
Then together we work on prioritizing these issues, and that will guide us to what sort of 
report would be most helpful for your unique situation. 

If there are multiple large issues, then we are looking at a larger report, if there is 1 very 
focused issue, we can do a smaller report, if there are 3 or 4 mid-sized issues etc…

We always provide recommended actions, and depending on the final report size/structure, 
we can offer an action plan too if that is appropriate.
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Thank you – Questions?

This project was undertaken with financial 
support from:

aroha.miller@ocean.org
www.oceanwatch.ca

Funders
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